VAMPIR-NG [CCD]

Visual

Type: Visual
Altitude Max: 0 m
Range Max: 185.2 km
Altitude Min: 0 m
Range Max: 185.2 km
Range Min: 0 km
Generation: LLTV, 3rd Generation
(2000s/2010s)

Properties: Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) [Side Info], Classification [Class Info] / Brilliant Weapon [Automatic Target Acquisition], Continuous Tracking Capability [Visual], LLTV / NVG / CCD (Night-Capable) / Searchlight [Visual Night-Capable]

Sensors / EW:
- VAMPIR-NG [CCD] - Visual, LLTV, Target Search, Slaved Tracking and Identification, Max range: 185.2 km